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Abstract
We live in an era in which we come closer everyday to conquering
the elements, to a degree that earlier humans could scarcely dream
of. Nearly one hundred years ago, we took to the skies, and
learned to fly. Today the act of flight is an everyday experience for
most people. Many of us move between the earth and sky without
much contemplation. We have come to take the experience of flight
for granted, pushed it out of sight and from the senses.
There is a place on earth where the spirit of flight is alive and cele-
brated like nowhere else. It is a place which honors those who
experiment and have made the act of flight an everyday possibility.
Those who have yet to leave the earth and are dreaming about
what it might be like to inhabit the sky. Those that are finding ways
to discover new frontiers in space, in hopes of finding life else-
where. Oshkosh, Wisconsin and the Experimental Aircraft
Association (EAA) bring this world together during their annual air-
show at Wittman Regional Airport, to collaborate in the search and
celebration of what flight is all about. This thesis aims to address
and encourage the transition from earth to sky at Oshkosh.
Thesis Advisor: Peter Testa
Associate Professor of Architecture
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Foreword
The work presented here stems from a search that began over
ten years ago when I first learned to fly at Oshkosh and proba-
bly even before that when I was first inspired by our transat-
lantic flights to Austria. It is a fascination with flight, with the
ability to achieve it so freely. This early interest in flight has
evolved into my Masters of Architecture Thesis at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The Thesis Project combines many interests particularly an
allure with aircraft, the many ways in which they express the
virtue of form following function. An aircraft is an expression of
economy, their is no room for anything extra. Each part of a
plane must work toward that ideal together with all the rest.
The materials, the way they are detailed and maintained, are
designed for maximum performance and multiple tasks.
An aircraft is part of a larger system and culture which is intrigu-
ing. Aviation is a complex network involving a range of people:
airplane designers and engineers, mechanics, air traffic con-
trollers, pilots, passengers and more.
The Oshkosh Fly-in convention is in itself a most intriguing phe-
nomenon. It is the largest of its kind, uniting thousands of peo-
ple. It is a temporary event, of extreme complexity and coordi-
nation. It is a direct manifestation of people's passion, devotion
and experimentation for flight.
In this book I focus primarily on the event in Oshkosh, but I
have included sections that address issues that go beyond the
Project, to address the world we live in. The ideas presented
are balanced between those well grounded, and those that
might be more ethereal.
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Sublime (se blim') adj. I Noble; exalted; majestic 2 inspiring
awe or admiration through grandeur, beauty 3 outstandinly or
supremely such
Sublimate v. I to purify or refine (a substance) by subliming
2 to have purifying or ennobling influence or effect on. To
change (a solid) to gaseous state without going through and
intermediate liquid state.
Figure 1. The First Flight. The Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk.
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Sublime Endeavours: The Spirit of Flight in Oshkosh
We are born grounded. We are subject to the bind of gravity.
We learn not to fight it but work with it in balance. The ground
pushes up as we push down. A tree branch holds us up as we
hang from it. With our head in the clouds we dream throughout
our lives to find ways to occupy this time on the ground, each
finding our own way.
The boundary between earth and sky is clear-cut and unar-
biguous. It is sudden: here is Earth, there is Sky. There is air
in the earth and dust in the sky, but the transition happens
quickly, the density of these media are radical opposites. And it
is at this boundary, between earth and sky, where most habita-
tion takes place.
We can dig holes into the ground, walk the deepest caves, we
can build ladders and buildings, and climb mountains to oscil-
late through the earth-sky spectrum. Yet we are always
dependent on some connection to the ground. We have
learned how to float in space and in water, but over land we
require a floor for support.
We have developed many ways to leave and return to earth, to
achieve an ungrounded balance. It requires a balance of
forces, as it does on the ground. We can keep bodies aloft for
hours, days, or months to cover great distances, at great
speeds, and attitudes ranging from feet to miles above sea
level. We can penetrate the atmosphere, the boundary layer of
protection, the halo that surrounds us, to inhabit the medium of
space which extends beyond our imaginations.
Figure 2. a. Earth/ Sky Transition,
b. Earth/Sky Spectrum, c. Levitation.
Page 15
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Figure 3. A few ways to fly.
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As human beings we are grounded en masse, yet determined
to move torward the next unknown, to begin to inhabit the sky
more permanently, to use space as a stepping stone toward
future distant spherical grounds. We are determined to leave
the earth, with the spaceship as our filter. The sublime dream,
to leave the earth and inhabit the sky, that is an end.
We have not lost interest in the earth, we have not perfected it,
there us much to be done. We are expanding our horizons, to
magnitudes much greater than before.
This thesis recognizes a place where one million people gather
each year, in a pilgrimage that acknowledges our grounded-
ness, and our fascination with flight. It becomes a place to
experience and relish the many forms which flight can take, a
time to pause and contemplate, just where the sky might take
us, and what might lie ahead. It is an opportunity, to discuss
and address, issues which concem how we inhabit the sky,
what we must preserve and how we must proceed.
Page 17
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Figure 4. Oshkosh, WI February 1994.
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Oshkosh, Wsconsin is located 180 nm north of Chicago, a city
of nearly 50,000, named after Chief Oshkosh. It is the same
Oshkosh famous for Oshkosh B'Gosh overalls and Oshkosh
Trucks. It is located at the base of the Fox River Valley, one of
the nation's largest producers of paper products and lies just to
the west of shallow Lake Winnebago.
Since 1984, Oshkosh is the headquarters of the Experimental
Aircraft Association (EAA), an organization dedicated to promot-
ing recreational aviation, air safety, and representation of avia-
tors in govemment. It is an organization nearly 50 years in the
making with 170,000 active members intemationally. The
organization takes the form of chapters, which gather to bring
like-minded individuals together, to share their experiences of
flight, "to make aviation accessible to all who wish to partici-
pate." The EAA has 5 divisions: Intemational Aerobatic Club,
Vintage Aircraft, Ultralights, Warbirds of America, National
Association of Flight Instructors.
-0-
Figure 5. Chicago to Oshkosh
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Oshkosh and the EAA
OsHKo-s-
B GOSH
Wittman Regional (OSH)
TWR/CTAF: 118.5
GND CON: 121.9
ATIS: 125.9
UNICOM: 122.95
APP/DEP: 127.0
FSS: 122.25
ELEV: 808'
TPA: 1808'
LAT: 43-59-03.7 N
LONG: 88-33-25.4 W
VOR 111.8 OSH
NDB: 395 OS
Figure 7. Wittman Regional Airport Frequencies
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Each year the EAA, the city of Oshkosh, and everyone within
100 miles of the airport bring together and host one million visi-
tors for the worlds largest aviation event. Nearly 15,000 planes
of all types descend onto Wittman Field to participate in the
event, uniting pilots and enthusiasts, beginners and experts
alike.
They gather to share their experiences as pilots, mechanics,
students, manufacturers, designers, dreamers and more. They
meet in the exhibit halls to view the latest innovations in com-
munication, navigation and avionics. Forums on a wide range
of topics from flying in bad weather to using certain equipment
(see page 81). Exhibits include the latest planes built by multi-
national and independent airplane manufacturers. NASA, the
FAA, the NTSB, the armed forces and other aviation related
organizations set up exhibits to inform the public. The daily
Airshow features the worlds top aerobatic performers, who fly
alone or in a group to perform unimaginable stunts.
EAA Members, bring together the greatest range of aircraft to
one place. The show lasts 7 days, from the end of July, to the
beginning of August making Wittman Regional Airport the
world's busiest during this period. Nearly 5000 volunteers, run
the event
Oshkosh is home to the EAA Headquarters and the EAA
Museum with over 300 planes, an aviation library, and restora-
tion facilities. The EAA is a sponsor of many youth programs
including the Young Eagles Program, which is helping to give
young people around the world a chance to fly.
Figure 8 a-d. A taste of Oshkosh
Page 21
Figure 9. Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh, WI July 31, 1998.
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Textures
During the Airshow, Wittman Field radically transforms to become the most
active airport. The following are details of selected areas in the vicinity of
the airport, which demonstrate the diversity and complexity of different uses,
which coexist within close proximity. This analysis aims to identify the use
of that area over time, and the elements that inhabit it.
Each square represents an area of 600' x 600'. (Figures 9 a-s)
1. Field
2. Farm
3. Homes 3 0u C i )ll
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4. Runway
5. Highway
6. Factory
7. EAA Headquarters and Museum
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12. Forum Tents
13. Exhibit Hangars
14. Fly-Market
15. Camping
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16. Ultralights
17. Theater in the Woods
18. Nature Center
19. Lake Winnebago
Q 4, *(
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Initial Observatons
One arrives at Oshkosh by land or by air. One notices that one
is nearing the site by the increased traffic, on the roads and in
the sky. By car, you exit the highway and begin to follow a con-
tinuous line of cars between a line of orange cones toward
fields which have been transformed into parkingiots. You park
your car, (40,000 people carnp), and make your way to the
gate. There is a main gate, but a total of five entry points exist.
By Air, there is a similar system of lining up. Regulations
require incoming planes to fly an approach from the southwest,
using the city of Ripon as a checkpoint From here, specified
airspeeds are established, and pilots monitor radio frequencies.
Air traffic controllers on the ground observe these inbound
planes, and give instructions based on visual confirmation. A
controller might state "RedNAhite Cessna, follow a Blue/White
Bonanza." Due to the quantity of aircraft, the pilots are directed
to refrain from transmitting unless in an emergency. Reaching
the airport airspace, planes file into the downwind leg for run-
way 27 of a standard approach pattern, turning base and then
to final. The tower guides these planes inside the pattem,
again referring to the planes by their type and color.
"Blue/Nhite Bonanza cleared to land, land on the green dot.
RedNVhite Cessna, cleared to land on the orange dot.
Once on the ground, airplanes taxi to an appropriate parking
spot. They are divided into several groups: those that cohpete,
those that come to attend, and those for demonstration.
Competing planes, are separated by type and judged in terms
of their condition. In both cases, the pilots often put up a tent,
and spend the seven days camping under the wings of their
plane.
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Figure 11 a-b. Arival Procedures for
incoming planes
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Figure 14.
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For many pilots this is a completely new experience: to fly
among so many other airplanes is the thrill of a lifetime. That it
is an active event is pretty clear, from the lines of traffic, the
endless fields of cars, and the sea of planes.
One notices that the site is flat. The elevation of the site
changes only 100 feet over the 3 mile cross section of the site.
On Land, one wonders how big the site exactly is, how far it
extends, how many planes and how many people are present?
These questions are answered by the sight of many rows of
planes and tents, people and vehicles, but these layers make it
difficult to judge and perceive the exact amount of activity, a
direct result of the horizontality and the flatness of the site. The
events scale could easily be understood by creating higher van-
tage points. From the air its clear what is where, but within a
flat ground plane, one is in a maze.
By creating a higher vantage point, one can escape the plane
of the overwhelming amount of activity, and overlook it, putting
into context what goes on and where, an overview. The possi-
bility to perceive the scale of the event is essential considering
that the event holds claim to being the worlds largest aviation
event. A higher vantage point would easily put things into con-
text and perspective.
As it stands, the site is disorienting. The bulk of the exhibits
and activities are in a maze of tents and pole buildings that look
alike. The four identical exhibit hangars are differentiated only
by a big sign. You lose track of where you have been and
where you have not. The event is fortunate to have the support
of nearly 5000 volunteers. One job for these volunteers is to
give directions. The site lacks elements that promote orienta-
tion, a vital need for the visitor, that would provide comfort. A
pilot depends on orientation for survival, the pilot is oriented. ~1LL
Figure 13.
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The distances are extreme. A visitor must be prepared to walk
long distances to fully participate in the event, to take advan-
tage of all its offerings. The walk from the parking lot can be
half a mile or more, the row of planes from end to end is five
miles. The act of walking part of what makes the event enjoy-
able. One can stroll from one place to another. It is the way to
get around, yet at the end of the day, it is hard to judge if one
has seen it all. There is no way to tell, without a checklist,
though pilots are specialists. It is hard to plan out what to do on
this day or that. The distances are so large that one might miss
events simply because it takes too long to walk from one thing
to the next. Distance deters.
This can be alleviated through several means: through higher
vantage points, perhaps the perception of distance is what
deters us not the distance itself; orientation; closer proximity
between events.
The current distance between events is disadvantageous on
another level because it segregates diverse interests, discour-
aging opportunities for serendipitous discoveries, thus reinforc-
ing the educational mission of the event and the EAA. By
bringing together diverse interests, people can begin to inform
and one another,
The buildings used for the convention stand empty throughout
most of the year, as partial storage centers for infrastructural
items, vehicles and some aircraft. The current typology of the
structure, the pole building, makes the buildings hard to differ-
entiate from other pole buildings that may be conventional
warehouses or factory spaces. The alternative typology of the
tent, is reminiscent of the classic county fair.
Can the buildings for one respond in some way to the tempo-
rary nature of the event by contracting or disappearing, by har-
boring attemative uses throughout the rest of the year? Can
these structures be suggestive of the nature of the activity
which takes place here: aviation? The buildings must acknowl-
edge the degree to which the event is tempdrary, by reacting in
some way.
Figure 15.
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Figure 16.
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Can we afford to let a site remain unused for the rest of the
year, what kind of alternative uses could inhabit the site and
make it clear that the spirit of aviation persists year-round, has
been here and will remain?
Currently, the buildings do not suggest aviation. The buildings
and facilities should make it clear, in one look, that this is where
aviation takes place, here lies the spirit of aviation. Today there
are no clues, and the site remains inaccessible to most.
The event has reached a scale and reputation that lies not only
with its sponsors, but represents the aviation community and in
fact humanity at large. Therefore the spirit of aviation that is so
strong during the convention, must carry on everyday, and be
perceptible from the ground and from the air, by word of mouth
and by the winds that
General Reactions:
a. Flatness
b. Disorienting, controlled chaos
c. Extreme Distances
d. Empty, unused facilities
e. Few places to sit confortably, little shade
f. Non descript buildings.
g. No center stage for ceremonies
h. No nightlife
Design
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
Criteria:
Higher Vantage Points
Orientation and Higher Order
Increased Proxirnity
Temporary Responsibility
Comfortable Unobstructed Places to Sit
A site that embodies the spirit of flight
A nightlife component
New Technologies
Sustainable Resources
r~r~
Figure 15 a-c.
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General Site Considerations
With an event that is already so successful, one may question
whether any intervention needs to be taken at all and at what
cost? An intervention is indeed necessary in response to the
Design Criteria just mentioned. An immediate large scale inter-
vention is not appropriate, the event must grow over time.
Instead, any intervention should be considered as part of a L
longer project, a set of phases. However, these must fit into a
total framework, one in which the event is considered as a total-
ity and not as a set of individual events happening simultane-
ously. This process, will require many years of commitment,
and must be in tune with the vision which started the event,
The great dimensions of the site force the question of where
and how to intervene. Should it be in the form of a building, a
temporary installation that could come and go like a plane,
improved structures for exhibitors?
My first response was that the intervention really needs to
address what is to happen both on a large and a small scale.
The solution should follow the Design Criteria, promote the
community of Oshkosh and a sense of place; the EAA and
Aviation; humanity and the environment.
The area surrounding the intersection between Waukau
Avenue, and a North-South line 400 feet West of Knapp Street,
seemed a natural center from which the project would evolve.
(See Figure 17, inside dashed area.)
The following approaches vary in how the site is used, yet
embody the design criteria previously mentioned.
Figure 17.
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Figure 18 a-b.
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Approach One
My first plan is to unite in some way the several areas used for
seating. People sit in the Forums, at the airshow, and in 'The
Theater in the Woods". Currently, the seating type ranges from
metal chairs and picnic benches to sitting and lying on the
ground. There is a range of potential ways to sit, from on the
ground to more formalized built furniture, the facilities provide
this range, through a gradual transition from level earth, berm,
to grand stand seating.
Alternative seating offers improved viewing of the event. To
improve the viewing, the areas between the seats and the run-
way would be cleared of most planes, reserved for celebrated
planes.
Moving earth to create a berm is a natural and economically
viable approach. People can sit or lie back on the berm to have
a more comfortable viewing position. Into the berm are emerge
terraces and farthest from the runway, formal seating, as in a
stadium. The stadium seating would double as seating for
forums and for an open air theater at night. These seats are
covered by canopies that provide protection from rain, wind and
sun. These canopies are built to open and close, depending
on the type of activity. These canopies provide shaded areas
for people to sit on the warm days.
West of the berm are exhibit halls. Such and arrangement inti-
mately connects the forums and exhibit spaces. The berm is
punctuated at intervals by ramps which lead from the hall to the
seating. The canopies of the exhibit halls expand and contract
to acknowledge the amount of activity at a given time. This
makes it possible to use the exhibit halls for varied size conven-
tions, throughout the year. Though these canopies can be quite
light and inobtrusive, substantial investigation must be given to
these moving parts.
A
lie>
Figure 19 a-e. Various Sections
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rFigure 20.
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Approach Two
A spine running East-West at the end of Waukau Avenue
becomes the place to house new programs such as Workshops
and Museum extension for special exhibits. A new Control and
Observation Tower acts as the center of the spine around which
the site revolves. A ramp leads up to the Tower and marks the
highest point. An earth berm to the east makes room for spec-
tator seating. The flat areas just north and south of the spine,
are host to indoor and outdoor Exhibit spaces. A Restaurant
and Pilot Center overlook the runway, making the EAA and
Oshkosh a destination for pilots in the area as well as an attrac-
tors for local residents.
The Museum extension houses special exhibits, and becomes a
venue to announce world premiers of technological and design
innovations in the aviation industry as well as people who have
achieved great feats in aviation.
To further initiatives to promote aviation for youth, there is the
opportunity to integrate Workshops and Educational facilities
that would offer a range of insight into the aviation world:
mechanics, aircraft design, restoration and renovation, aviation
theory, economics. This is a chance to unite the theoretical and
practical aspects of aviation which today co-exist apart from one
another.
The weather of the area is not ideal and predictable, it may not
seem the most favorable of place to teach pilots. However,
because Wisconsin weather is so diverse, pilots in training have
the exposure to a wide range of weather conditions that give
pilots experience for all types of weather. A school could also
house simulation facilities to serve as altemative educational
media during extreme weather situations. Such a facility could
be host to visiting experts and teachers, and select its students
worldwide.
Such uses would bring a year round life to the site. During the
convention, fabric canopies would be erected into a framework
to provide, protection from the elements. These would plug into
foundations, buried into the landscaped of the site. The muse-
um extension and workshops would open their doors during the
convention and contract during the cold Wisconsin winter.
Figure 21.
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Approach Three
Currently the Site goes from hosting 1 million people to one of
accommodating virtually none. The question arises to what
degree other conventions could use the facility to act as a con-
vention center for the surrounding area. Such a structure
expands and contracts to reflect the different amount of use.
There is an opportunity to create a center in which business
meetings could be conducted on neutral ground. Oshkosh is
centrally located within the state and the continental US. It
could be an ideal place to attract such meetings and conven-
tions. People could drive or fly to such meetings. This repre-
sents a potential use for the site and could provide financial
backing for aviation-related interests. Such an approach would
be compatible with hosting non-aviation related events and
interests in order to benefit aviation.
Such a complex might include a large theater serving the con-
vention and business meetings, as well as the local community.
The location of the tower remains at the intersection of the
north-south, east-west axes. The earth berm has now shifted
from the far east to the center of the site, still running north
south, parallel to the runway.
The complex, is open to visitors during the show, and becomes
a destination for recreational pilots as well. I
Figure 23.
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Approach Four
This approach takes a step back to focus on the primary criteria
without considering new programmatic interventions as primary
interventions. Instead, it anticipates expansion, and provides a
base into which future expansion can take place. The control
and observation tower acts as the primary permanent element. N
The Exhibit Halls and Forums are designed of canopies which
are mounted during the convention. Throughout the remainder
of the year, the site becomes an aviation park, from which to
view Wittman Field.
The primary organization changes by creating a North-South
Pedestrian Path that bisects the site. This path intersects the
East-West approach, the tower placed slightly northwest of this
intersection, the highest point being at the intersection of these
axes. A ramp leads up from the west and what would be the
primary entrance. To the east, the site descends via terraced
seating areas, to a flat plateau on which to lie down and view
the activity all around and the Arena, which becomes the center
stage to showcase competition winners, world premiere events,
a place to open and close the event.
Immediately north are the forum tents, to the west the exhibit
halls. To the far west are the outdoor exhibits for airplane man-
ufacturers. To the south, is the tarmac for large planes, the
woods for picnics, and display areas for show-planes and ultra-
lights.
From the intersection everything is visible. One has a view of
the pedestrian path to the north and south. Along it, the pavil-
ions (shown as red squares in Figure 25), cater to events within
close proximity.
This elevated ground would be created by moving the required
amount of earth from an area close to the existing nature center
which would be excavated to create a larger pond. Evaporative
cooling from this larger pond would help the microclimate.
Figure 25.
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Along the pedestrian path, at 400 foot intervals, are areas for
pavilions, local centers that cater to the activities pertinent to
events in the immediate proximity. In addition, these locations
would serve for food vender locations and information centers.
Each pavilion would offer a permanent sculpture,airplane or
fountain, as a focal point around which people gather, at a clear
meeting point. Each pavilion has its own character.
Imbedded, along the pedestrian path, is infrastructure - electri-
cal and communication - into which lighting and acoustic, multi-
media connections can be established.
The pedestrian path separates the pedestrians from the various
moving vehicles and aircraft, not to eliminate that experience:
one can still do that on the east and west avenues. Rather it is
to create a place of peace and tranquility, to provide an area to
contrast to the areas of great activity. This promotes a better
appreciation and understanding of the event, and a greater feel-
ing of participation, a sense of having intensely been there.
On the southern part of the pedestrian walk-way lies the exist-
ing tarmac a second center stage, focusing more on larger air-
craft. A elevated pedestrian viewing platform elevates visitors
for an up close unique vantage point of large aircraft.
The pedestrian path continues south through the area now the
"theater in the woods". With the role of the theater brought into
the open air, this area can become a great source of shade,
and a place to eat and rest in the forest. With the path continu-
ing south, aircraft and ultralight would become more engaged
into the experience, now also visible from the highest point, at
the base of the tower.
Figure 27.
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Figure 28. North-South Sectional Elevation. No convention.
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The Forum Halls are partway set into the ground. At points
along the perimeter, foundations set into the ground create
locations for canopies to be attached. The separations
between tents that are partially underground creates an acousti-
cally appropriate environment. Darker or multi-layered canopies
can be used to provide lighting conditioned suitable for project-
ed multimedia. Alternatively, lectures requiring projections
could be conducted at night, and play a part in the nighttime
activities for the thousands of people that make this place their
home for a week.
The Exhibit Halls also emerge from the ground. The aim is to
minimize paved surfaces in order to preserve natural aspects as
much as possible. Exhibition booths are organized similarly to
the way they exist today, albeit with partial grass/ partial
pavered surface. The canopies are translucent to allow for nat-
ural lighting, while providing sufficient shading, and protection
from wind and rain. Openings on the ends allow for natural
ventilation, minimizing external resources and utilities. These
canopies remain up for other parts of the year to host other
conventions or be demounted. Smaller canopies could be
erected for smaller conventions. In either case the canopies
detach to leave the site a mound.
During the time when there is no airshow, the grounds become
a place for area pilots to fly to for recreation to the EAA Fly-in
Museum, a destination for cross-country flights. It also
becomes a place to meditate about the flight taken, and the
flight ahead, about the wealth of activities that inhabit the
space, a place in which to breath in the spirit of flight. After the
airshow, only the natural terrain remains, exposing the sky, and
so the two extremes are in the balance, in dialogue with each
other, leaving it up to the individual to find their own way to
move from earth to sky, physically or in the mind.
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Figure 29.
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Figure 30. East-West Sectional Elevation. No convention.
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Figure 31. East-West Sectional Elevation. During convention.
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Figure 32. North-South Sectional Elevation. During convention.
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Figure 33. Site Plan. During convention.
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Details
To restore a balance between natural and built environment
one aim is to minimize the amount of structure that projects
from the earth. Foundations which hold the canopies in place
can be exposed, enough so that there presence and role is
acknowledged and respected. For the most part they remain
underground, much like icebergs in the sea. These foundations
could be precast and mounted very quickly.
Around the foundations is primarily landscaped earth, with
grass as a primary surface. The pedestrian path, and major
avenue, could consist of pavers, and terraced seating of stone,
or precast concrete elements. \egetation can be introduced, in
such a way as to keep in mind visibility of the runway. The site
is a park for the majority of the year.
The canopies could come in a variety of materials from fabric to
PVC. As technology advances, photovoltaics could conceivable
be integrated into the fabric as one piece, making the event
even more sustainable.
Use of Vind Power, created by large propellers could be used
to generate electricity throughout the rest of the year, another
altemative source.
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The Blue Spiral
We can pierce the sky with tremendous form and freedom
We can tumble to the ground
Over and over, round and round and round
What is the next challenge,
Once we are in control of the out-of-control?
Have we perfected it?
Do we do it anytime, anywhere
Add one more loop, faster, slower, higher, lower
Do it 24-7, non-stop, round-trip
Till your heart skips a beat?
What drives us to make columns in the sky?
What gives us pleasure to make
A world watch and wait for safe descent
For the plane to pull up, pull up?
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Struggle with media
There are many ways to go about a project; in fact, each indi-
vidual finds their own way. Also each project is unique offering
different problems, circumstances, and solutions. Must we
rediscover a new method again and again? Can we develop
one way of working, one time-tested method, that we can
always trust? Or should I leave the method open and con-
stantly question whether I should sketch tonight or tomorrow,
next month, next year, with pen, pencil, charcoal, drawings by
hand, by CAD, rendered and animated, manual or automated,
2D, 3D, abstract real, diagrammatic, conceptual. Where is my
scale, my triangle, my compass, the cardboard, the wood, the
metal. When should I carve, weld, lay bricks, pour concrete, go
to the site, talk to the client, read a book, watch a play, listen to
the music, watch a film, sleep eat, drink or think. When do I
live, when do I work?
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On Orientation
Orientation is a major consideration: what is up, what is down,
what is left what is right, where is north or south. My mind is
constantly updating my orientation based on change in body
position, not as an exercise, but by default. I like knowing my
position, relative to other familiar points. When I move through
space I create a path, and I keep track of it.
I pause along the path, my velocity drops to zero.
Along the path I move, my face forward, but the path doesn't
care, it is always positive, because of the constantly increasing
element of time.
It is important to have some idea of your location and direction,
to at least know where you are in space, even if your mind is
somewhere else. Each place on earth is unique and different,
purely based on position, each place should therefore be identi-
fiable based on its unique identity. Climate, geography, and
seasons vary greatly and therefore influence the characteristics
of a given place. The same is true for space.
Imagine a flat sandy plane, on a sunny Sunday with the Sun not
moving too much. Your shadow cast, becomes a constant indi-
cator of your orientation. Imagine the plane to be endlessly flat.
You begin to walk, and perhaps you drag a line through the
sand so that you know where you started from. You may stop,
but unless you make a mark along the line, that stopping point
will be undifferentiated from all the other points you passed thus
far. This walking may seem pointless until you get to an object.
That object or landmark is a change, it has changed your life
because now, you have found a place. Change occurs at the
first deviation from the flatland. It could be a tree, a stick in the
ground, a hole, a slope or a hill, a change in the surface materi-
al. Such an event is known as a transition. A transition
enables you to put the trip into perspective along the path prior
to and after that point.
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You need the stick. Should you see another stick in the dis-
tance, the same size, you can begin to judge the distance with-
out traversing it. You could measure the distance by pacing
from stick A to stick B. Should you see a third stick you can
begin to estimate how far away it is and hence begin to feel
how close you are to it and it to you. You can then traverse
between A and B at different speeds, running, walking, each
velocity offering a correspondingly different experience. To per-
ceive the velocity you need objects to relate to, without objects
you perceive nothing.
If in the flat plane were a grid, and there are many kinds, the
grid makes it just as hard to find a place as in the flat plane,
again we need an object that distinguishes. Yet our built world
is increasingly making it hard to distinguish one place from
another. If an environment is built, something has built it. A
natural environment evolves based on the local and global con-
ditions. When the built interacts, with the natural, they must
work together, and continue to indicate that place in which they
interact.
This idea of understanding our place in space is something we
inherently possess, and it is through space that we move, as we
cannot walk through walls. Particularly a pilot must be oriented.
Without orientation one is lost and in jeopardy, there is no time
to think, the pilot must know what is where.
Our daily life requires movement over greater distances more
than ever. We can no longer get in one place without depend-
ing on something from somewhere else far far away. Places far
away become familiar, those near might not. We must not for-
get from where we come.
What we build should be indicative of the place, let us know
where the is sun, the moon, the wind, and live in a balanced
way. Each place offers unique materials, we should use them
as they want to be used. We identify ourselves with a place,
are we comfortable with identifying ourselves with an identity-
less environment ? The sense of place must be re-introduced,
orientation helps.
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On Monumentality and Order
At what point do we perceive something to be monumental?
When does something become a monument, where is it appro-
priate? Similarly when is something too ordered or too chaotic?
When does order liberate or restrict? When does monumentali-
ty, intimidate or inspire?
These are two vastly different issues, which require considera-
tion in regards to the Fly-In Convention at Oshkosh. An event
of such magnitude, attended by I million people, is a monu-
mental event. If something has reached such monumental
scale, the site must hint at that monumentality when there is no
event, a monument to acknowledge the monumentality.
Monumentality, is specific to a context. It is perceived by com-
paring one object relative to another. The monumental object is
one that introduces a dimension disproportionate to its sur-
roundings. When something is tall, looming large above us, we
feel small. However all tall objects are not monumental.
Shorter objects can evoke such perception. In the presence of
monumentality, there is an energy, a presence, a hightened
awareness, embodied in the physical reality of that place. We
must use this power sensitively.
Can an event of such magnitude afford disorder? To Order is to
put into place, to clarify to add coherence. But it can become
overwhelming and unclear, if it is carried out to too great a
degree and too repetitive, an endless sea of similarity.
There is a middle ground, between chaos and an endless grid.
Both extremes embody placelessness, are generic and discour-
age identity. The middle ground, is a local order, acknowledg-
ing a larger order, and vice versa.
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I Learned to Fly in Oshkosh
On a crisp Wisconsin blue-sky morning in February, I took my first flight, and it was out
of Oshkosh. The air was smooth that day, the Cherokee responded precisely during
my first turns. In fact I remember most all my flights, aided by the comments in my holy
log book. How much I enjoy making an entry. I was in love. Every one or two weeks, I
would have another lesson, taking off from the gravel strip, barely 12 feet wide. After
landing on gravel and grass, the pavement at Oshkosh seemed vast and immense, but
soft and welcoming
After close to 50 hours of flight, stalls, turns, spins, take-offs and landings, take-offs and
landings, and cross-country flights, and hours on the ground, on aerodynamics,
mechanics, navigation, instrumentation, emergency procedures, communication, weath-
er, I took my written exam, and was ready to return to Oshkosh to take my practical
exam.
After flying with the FAA examiner for 45 minutes, we parked the plane, conversed a
bit, and the license was in my hand. That day I flew home and made circles in the sky,
the first circles of many to come.
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Sample Lecture Schedule: EAA AirVenture OSHKOSH'99
WEDNESDAY
1000
1130
1300
1430
1600
1730
JULY 28
Human Performance in Recent Accidents
Dr. Stephen Veronneau, MD
FAA, Aircraft Accident Research Section
Civil Aeromedical Institute
Owner/Operator Maintenance
Donald Brown, FAA, Aviation Safety Program
Solving the Mysteries of Special Use Airspace
Lt. Cols. ChariesGilbert & John Allen, USAF
Lt. Col. Marcus Blair, U.S. Army
Signs, Signs, Everywhere a Sign!
Bill Benhoff, FAA, Aviation Safety Program
Amateur Built Kit
Evaluation/Airworthiness Certification
Charles Cotton, FAA
Manufacturing Inspection Office
Mountain Flying Techniques
Al Neal, FAA, Aviation Safety
TUESDAY, AUGUST 3
0800 Maintenance Records
Rick Parmelee, FAA,
Aviation Safety Program
Common Errors - Uncommon Results
Marlan Perhus, FAA,
Aviation Safety Program I
Flying's Second Greatest Thrill
Why Are Landings So Hard
Jimmy Szajkovies, FAA,
Aviation Safety Program
John Dorcey, Wisconsin DOT
1000
1130
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